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Abstract
The increasing consumption of video content using mobile devices calls for a more efficient
techniques of handling the enormous data sent and received across wireless Internet. The
Loc/ID split architecture is a group of proposals geared towards enhancing the mobility of
nodes on the Internet. Although Loc/ID protocols guarantee handover, they suffer excessive
packet loss and long service disruption time during the process. In this paper, we posit that
redirecting incoming packets to a nearby buffer node, while a handover is taking place, and
forwarding the packets to the mobile device after it reconnects will reduce the negative
impact of packet loss on user experience. Improvement in the performance of video services
is one manifestation that could be observed. In line with this, we propose an improved
architecture for one of the most popular Loc/ID protocols, Locator-Identifier Separation
Protocol Mobile Node (LISP-MN) by adding a new node, termed loc-server, to LISP-MN
components. Loc-server caches and forwards packets to a mobile device during its handover
process. To evaluate the performance of the improved architecture, we implemented the
system on a laboratory tested and developed a number of MPEG-DASH compliant players.
The performance of the players streaming over the proposed architecture is then compared
against vanilla LISP-MN architecture. Results of the evaluation show improved performance
when running the players on top of the new architecture.

Keywords
Adaptive Bitrate Streaming, Loc/ID Split, LISP-MN, Mobility, MPEG DASH,Network
Architecture

1. Introduction

Mobile devices are now the primary means of not only capturing and sharing video content
but are also increasingly becoming the main tool for its consumption. More significantly, this
trend is expected to grow in future. In fact, mobile data traffic is expected to continuously
grow at the rate of 47% annually between 2016-2021 [5], with video traffic accounting for
three-fourths of it.

This new reality calls for more efficient techniques of handling the traversal of data
packets across wireless networks as a mobile node (MN) moves between different points
of attachment (PoA). One new approach is Locator-Identifier Separation Protocol Mobile
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Node (LISP-MN) [8]. LISP-MN is a member of a family of mobility management protocols
called Locator-Identifier Split (Loc/ID) [15, 19] that decouple the two primary roles of an
IP address: identifying and locating a node in a network. Within a LISP-MN network, an
MN is equipped with an immutable endpoint identifier (EID) for node identification, and
a routing locator (RLOC) to serve as a care-of address (CoA), which is allocated to, or
configured by, the node on connecting to a new network. The MN creates data sessions with
remote nodes using its EID. This ensures that the session is maintained regardless of the of
MN’s location. The RLOC, on the other hand, is used to route packets to the MN.

On the other hand, HTTP-based adaptive video streaming services (HAS) such as the
MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH or simply DASH) are
becoming the de facto standard for video delivery. In HAS, video file is divided into chunks
usually of equal temporal size. With each chunk encoded in multiple bitrates. Typically, a
client continuously monitors and estimates its capabilities (e.g. available bandwidth), and
then, based on the estimate, requests chunks with the highest sustainable video rate.

A typical DASH implementation directly or indirectly equates the available bandwidth
with the average TCP throughput when making rate selection decisions. However, it is
a well-known fact that TCP is sensitive to packet loss. It is shown in [4] that as little as
0.1% in packet loss can cause the TCP throughput to oscillate, and worst 0.5% loss can
result in an up to 25% reduction in throughput [11]. Furthermore, it was shown in [13, 20]
that when a mobile user streams a video using HAS service while relying on LISP-MN
protocol 1 clients experience long service disruption time (SDT) and excessive packet loss
while moving between PoAs of independent networks. This was shown to have a severe
impact on the performance of a typical HAS video player .

Our contribution in this paper is a new LISP-MN based scheme that helps reduces packet
loss at the point of handover. For this, we enhanced the LISP-MN architecture with an
addition of a new node we called loc-server. Loc-sever is tasked with caching the incoming
traffic during handover and then forwarding it to the MN on the completion of the node’s
handover process. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated against the original
LISP-MN protocol. To achieve this, we use MPEG-DASH compliant players. The rest of
the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the background works. In section 3, the
architecture of the proposed scheme is introduced. Sections 4 and 5 evaluate and discuss the
performance of the proposed scheme respectively, with section 6 focussing on the related
work. Finally the paper is wrapped up with a conclusion in Section 7.

2. Background

2.1. Locator Identifier Separation Protocol Mobile Node

LISP-MN is a host-based mobility management protocol built on top of LISP [7]. Here,
an MN is equipped with a lightweight version of ingress/egress tunnel router (ITR/ETR)
functionality of LISP, and behaves as a single domain. The MN is configured statically
with an EID (the host identifier), which is used by the transport and upper layers of the OSI
network model to identify communication sessions. The MN also configures CoA, termed
RLOC, used in determining the MN’s location. A map-server is a component of the LISP
mapping system serving as the mobility anchor and tracks the location of the MN at any
given time by caching the EID-to-RLOC mapping. LISP-MN specifies the need to use proxy
ETR (PETR) to send packets and proxy ITR (PITR) to receive from networks with no LISP
capability. The proxy functionality is usually collocated on a network node termed PXTR.

Upon attachment to a network, an MN configures a new RLOC and sends a map-register
message to its map server in order to register the RLOC (its location), as shown in Fig. 1A.
The server will authenticate the EID in the packet and reply with a map-notify message

1The study shows that a similar behaviour was observed when MIPv6 and PMIv6 mobility management
protocols were used.
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A B

Figure 1. Vanilla LISP-MN: Control Plane (A) and Data Plane (B) Operations.

confirming that the EID-RLOC registration has been successful. The MN will also send a
solicit-map-request (SMR) message to its PITR (PXTR in Fig. 1A), and to any LISP-based
correspondent node (CN)2 to cause the two nodes to request for the MN’s new location.
Consequently, the PITR and the CN send a map-request to the MN, to which the MN replies
with a map-reply containing the mobile device’s new RLOC and its EID.

As shown in Fig. 1B, an MN encapsulates outgoing packets to the PETR, and the proxy
router de-encapsulates the packets and forwards using the conventional Internet routing
system. PETR will have the sending domain’s EID-prefix pre-configured in its database for
the router to serve nodes in that domain. Replies are sent by the CN using the MN’s EID but
are delivered by the Internet routing infrastructure to the PITR serving the EID, which then
encapsulates and forwards the packets to the MN.

2.2. HTTP-based Adaptive Streaming

HTTP-based adaptive video streaming services start by fragmenting video file into
temporally equal size. Then, each fragment, called a chunk, is encoded into several bitrates.
The chunks are stored together with a meta data file called Media Presentation
Protocol(MPD)[1]. To stream a particular video, a client begins by requesting the MPD file
from the server, typically, using a GET request. After which the client monitors and
estimates the capability of its context, e.g. the available throughput and buffer level. A
client progressively requests the next chunk, the bitrate of each video chunk requested is
determined by client’s measurement of its available resources. The HAS module that
decides which bitrate is selected is called Adaptive Bitrate Selection(ABR). The ABR logic
that solely rely on throughput estimation for video rate selection are called
throughput-based [2], while those that rely on only buffer occupancy are called
buffer-based [12, 21]. In this paper, we call the HAS players that use both throughput
estimation and buffer occupancy in video rate selection, mixed-mode [17].

3. Improved LISP-MN Architecture

To improve the performance of LISP-MN, a loc-server is proposed. Loc-server is an
additional component to the LISP-MN architecture, which serves as a buffer node. The
new node serves as a support entity for packet delivery to ensure that no packet is lost as a
result of the mobility process. MNs are equipped with the anycast address of loc-servers
provided by the devices’ domain (home network) and an MN will use the server that is

2These signals are not sent to non-LISP CN
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Figure 2. Improved LISP-MN: Control Plane and Data Plane Operations.

closest to its current location. Fig. 2 depicts the interaction between the MN, the PXTR and
the loc-server in both the control plane and the data plane modes. We discussed the newly
developed Improved LISP-MN architecture in detail in [14].

In the vanilla LISP-MN architecture, updates are only triggered when an MN’s interface
is (re)configured either due to a handover or when the MN has just come online. The MN
indicates to the map-server and the PXTR of its new location by sending map-register and
SMR to the two remote nodes respectively. In the improved LISP-MN architecture, however,
mapping updates are also sent on the brink of a handover for the MN to tell the PXTR and the
loc-server of its movement. A new handover imminent trigger (HITr) module is introduced
on the MNs to inform the LISP-MN protocol when the signal strength of the current link (or
other defined handover metrics such as cost of link usage, power consumption, quality of
service, etc) has reached a defined threshold, which then prompt the protocol on the need
for a handover and to send the relevant handover messages to the remote nodes. The HITr
signal is sent less than 500 ms before the handover process starts.

The SMR message sent to the PXTR for the proxy router to solicit the current MN’s
mapping information is also sent to the loc-server. On receiving the SMR messages, the two
nodes generate a map-request message to the MN prompting the MN to send back map-reply
to the nodes (Fig. 2) . The map-reply message to the PXTR contains the loc-server address
in the locator field of the packet but a null value in the similar field of the packet going
to the loc-server. This map-reply message prompt the loc-server to listen to data packets
destined to the EID contained in the message once it checks and verifies the EID from its
database of accepted prefixes/addresses. The PXTR, on the other hand, uses the loc-server
address in the map-reply message to forward the MN-bound packets to the loc-server during
the handover process, as shown in Fig. 2, which are buffered to be sent to the MN at the
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completion of the process.
When the interface is reconfigured after the handover, similar messages are exchanged

between the MN and the PXTR as well as the loc-server. The map-reply message sent
to the two nodes contains the locator of the MN in the locator field of the packets. The
only difference between the packet going to the PXTR and the one going to the server is
the generated nonce. The nonce value is used in LISP to ensure that packets received are
from the nodes that claim to be sending them. Consequently, all packets buffered by the
loc-server are forwarded to the MN, whereas the PXTR resumes sending all received packets
to the MN. It should be noted that loc-server is not involved in any subsequent data plane
operations until the next HITr.

4. Performance Evaluation

In order to have an understanding of how DASH players perform on LISP-MN network
environment with reduced packet loss as aimed with the improved LISP-MN architecture,
we set up a laboratory testbed with the major components of LISP-MN3 plus the loc-
server implemented. The testbed consists of nine desktops PCs configured as one MN,
two access routers (ARs), one map-server, one PXTR, a loc-server, one CN and two
backbone routers. This allows us to evaluate the performance of DASH players on both the
legacy LISP-MN and the proposed LISP-MN architecture, henceforth called plain LISP
and loc LISP, respectively. Since the speed of wireless networks differ between different
radio technologies, we will run tests for both fast and slow wireless links. We consider fast
link to be a radio link that has more than 2.0 mbps download capacity as could be attained
with Wi-Fi networks and 3/4G; while slow is considered to be a channel with less than 2.0
mbps capacity emulating low-speed Wi-Fi/cellular connectivities. For the wireless radio,
802.11bgn antennas were used on the Ubuntu desktops serving as the MN and AR, hence
the bandwidth of fast link channels can be as high as 20 Mbps.

Since it is not possible to test every player, we chose a representative player from each
of the three categories, discussed in subsection 2.2, for our experiments. For the throughput-
based player, we opted for the open source version of microsoft smooth streamer [2], while
for the buffer-based, we chose the player proposed in [12]. Finally, we chose the player
proposed in [17] as representative of hybrid players. Apache 2.4.17 was used as the web
server for hosting the ‘Big Buck Bunny’ video dataset from [16]. It consisted of different
quality levels, ranging from 50 to 5,000 kbps.

We assumed a scenario where a user walks across distinct wireless networks and makes
six handovers while streaming video. We use the metrics below to evaluate the performance
of the players. All of the metrics used are known to affect user quality of experience [9, 10]:

• Average quality level/video rate: measured in kbps and calculated as

t1q1+ t2q2...tnqn
tn− t1

where t is the time duration that a particular quality level is downloaded, and q is the
actual quality level downloaded in the corresponding time.

• Rebuffers: the total number of video freeze per streaming session.
• Instability: the fraction of successive chunk requests by a player in which the requested

video rate changes [136], measured at the steady-state.
Hence, we will look at the impact of low packet loss on video quality and buffer

dynamics, network utilisation, and stability of the players.
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Figure 3. Average Quality Level Attained by the Players on Fast and Slow Links.

Figure 4. Buffer-Based Player: Buffer and Average Quality Levels for Fast and Slow Links.

Figure 5. Throughput-Based Player: Buffer and Average Quality Levels for Fast and Slow
Links.

4.1. Average Quality Level

In Fig. 3, the average video rate over the streaming session is presented. As can be seen,
all the players, when streaming using loc LISP enjoy higher video rate in comparison to

3We used lispmob.org implementation which has since matured to open overlay router -
https://github.com/OpenOverlayRouter/oor/wiki
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Figure 6. Mixed-Mode Player: Buffer and Average Quality Levels for Fast and Slow Links.

Table 1. Network Utilisation on Fast Link.
Utilisation

Players LOC LISP PLAIN LISP
Buffer-Based 58 55

Throughput-Based 81 61
Mixed-Mode 83 74

plain LISP. This can be attributed to the reduction in SDT and packet loss that results
from buffering packets by the loc-server (see results for SDT and Packet Loss in Appendix).
Nonetheless, the mixed-mode player shows the best performance followed by the throughput-
based player. We can also observe the improvements in the average quality levels of the
different players from figures 4, 5, and 6. There was a minimal improvement in download
quality for buffer-based player running on loc LISP as the only difference observed for
the fast link (Fig. 4) was at the few seconds after the first handover4. This is because with
the buffer level at around 150 seconds (s), the SDT of less than 6s is too small a time to
perturb the player. We observed some improvements for the buffer-based player on slow
link however, as more and more handovers were executed.

We can also notice that buffer drains faster when plain LISP is used in comparison
to loc LISP, in all the scenarios. Again due to the shorter SDT and improved throughput
performance post-handover (see throughput results in Appendix). The mixed-mode player
recorded the best performance when ran on the LOC LISP as depicted in the figures 4,
5, and 6, it nevertheless recorded the lowest video rate on the slow link. We can also see
that the throughput-based player is the highest beneficiary of the improved architecture
on the fast link with an average download video rate of 4,055 kbps against 3,042 kbps for
plain LISP; it is followed by the mixed-mode player. However, the buffer-based player
shows the best improvement on loc LISP against plain LISP on the slow link, with 840 kbps
to 753 kbps average quality downloaded respectively.

4.2. Network Utilisation

Since the available bandwidth of the fast link is greater than the highest available video rate,
we calculate link utilisation using the percentage difference between the downloaded quality
level and the highest available video download, which is 5,000 kbps (as stated earlier) – a
player that downloads at 2000 kbps of the 5000 kbps video quality available is considered to
be only utilising 40% of the fast link. The mixed-mode player shows the highest utilisation
amongst the three players on the fast Internet connection (Table 1) with 83% for loc LISP

4six handovers executed with 24 seconds interval
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Table 2. Network Utilisation on Slow Link.
Utilisation

Players LOC LISP PLAIN LISP
Buffer-Based 47 42

Throughput-Based 46 47
Mixed-Mode 36 35

Figure 7. Stability: Percentage Change in Video Quality For Fast and Slow Links.

against 74% for plain LISP but performs poorly in slow networks as shown in Table 2.
The buffer-based player shows slightly better performance on loc LISP by only 1% against
throughput-based player on slow networks. The buffer-based player, however, did poorly on
the fast network in comparison.

While there is a significant difference in utilisation between loc LISP and plain LISP
on the fast link for throughput-based and mixed-mode players, the buffer-based player
shows little sensitivity to the improvement in throughput and reduced SDT that comes with
loc LISP showing only 3% difference in link utilisation.

4.3. Stability of Players

In the event of a changing condition, a DASH player is expected to adjust its requested video
rate. However, changing video quality level often is known to be detrimental to the quality
of experience [6]. It is worth noting that the higher the percentage value on the stability
graph (Fig. 10) the more unstable a player is. It is obvious from the figure that loc LISP
produces better stability for the throughput-based and the mixed mode players within the
two different links. However, there is a comparable performance, when using the fast link
for the buffer-based player with plain LISP showing better stability on the slow link. This is
due to the fact that an MN can maintain a particular quality level while using a buffer-based
player even amidst handovers as we saw in Fig. 4. And although receiving buffered packets
at the completion of the handover improved the average video quality by 3% on the fast link
and 5% on the slow link, it comes at the expense of stability.

The most significant improvement in stability recorded is that of the throughput-based
player on the fast link, with the player being 67% more stable on loc LISP than on plain LISP,
followed by the mixed-mode player. This is expected because as a player that relies on
throughput, it is always expected to perform better on a network that provides significantly
more of it. Hence, the improvement in throughput brought about by the introduction of
loc-server helps the player reaches higher stability levels despite the many handovers during
streaming. The mixed-mode player shows better stability than the throughput-based player
on a slow link with plain LISP showing higher instability for both players in comparison to
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loc LISP.

5. Discussion

The three different players chosen for the evaluation have all demonstrated improved
performance when running on top of loc LISP with the mixed-mode player showing the best
performance on the fast wireless link. The throughput-based player recording the highest
download rate of the three is not surprising as the new architecture improved the throughput
experience during handover. The improvement in throughput is also the reason why buffer
draining is significantly reduced when the players were run on top of the new architecture.

We have also observed improvements in network utilisation on the fast link with the
players running on loc LISP utilising the available network capacity to download higher
video rates. Loc LISP did not record any remarkable improvement against the Plain LISP
in network utilisation on the slow link, especially for the throughput-based player. This is
generally because with limited download capacity, the players maintain the current quality
level despite sensing improvement in throughput and a reduction in SDT, as the next higher
quality level could not be sustained with the available network resources from the client’s
perspectives.

6. Related Work

In addition to LISP-MN, a number of Loc/ID protocols have been proposed with the aim of
supporting mobility and improving applications performance on the Internet. These include
Internet Vastly Improved Plumbing (IVIP), Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) and
Host Identity Protocol (HIP).

Internet Vastly Improved Plumbing (IVIP)

IVIP [22] proposes the separation of the core network from the edge (Identifier space) by
providing two namespaces (addresses). The core address space is used in the default free
zone while a block of addresses is used in the edge networks with the relationship between
the two blocks maintained by a query server database. A translating tunnel router (TTR)
is assigned a core address to serve as the anchor point and an ETR for the MN. The MN,
on the other hand, is assigned an address from the edge network address space. All MN’s
communications are achieved via the TTR. Only the MN’s CoA changes when the MN
moves and the TTR resumes communication as soon as the MN updates its location.

Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP)

ILNP [3] proposes the replacement of the 128 bits IPv6 address with two distinct namespaces
of 64 bits each, network locator (L64) and node identifier (NID) with DNS as the rendezvous
server (RVS) to provide the mapping between the two namespaces. The L64 is analogous to
the address prefix for routing in IPv6. Data sessions are formed using only the NID with the
L64 used for routing of packets. Nodes achieve mobility by changing the L64 when they
move and update their record with the DNS accordingly.

Host Identity Protocol (HIP)

HIP [18] introduces a host identity namespace, for naming IP nodes with a statically globally
unique host identifier in form of a cryptographic key called a host identity tag (HIT). HIT
is in the form of an IPv6 address and used by the transport and upper layers of the OSI
network stack for communication sessions. The IP address at the network layer, the locator,
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is used for routing purposes.The mapping between the HITs and IP addresses on the Internet
is provided using an RVS, such as the DNS. HIP data session begins with the base exchange
process to ensure the communicating nodes have relevant cryptographic keys to use in the
session. The MN updates the remote nodes of its movement by sending the HIP update
message to ensure that its packets are delivered to its new location.

All the four Loc/ID protocols experience some delay during handover because, in
addition to link layer handover processes, each protocol has a defined signalling message
necessary to switch an MN’s traffic to a new link. These messages include updating PXTR
and map-server (and CNs in some scenarios) on LISP-MN, TTR on IVIP, and DNS together
with CNs on ILNP and HIP. This delay in handover causes the packets sent at the start of a
handover to be dropped by the previous router. And for some connectionless data sessions,
the CN may continuously send packets to the MN oblivious of its short downtime during
the handover process.

Our newly improved architecture, as demonstrated with LISP-MN, ensures that packets
sent during handover are saved by the loc-server and forwarded to the receiving MN
upon handover completion. This was shown, in section 4, to significantly improve video
performance on an MN running LISP-MN protocol. The loc-server solution could be
deployed to work with the other Loc/ID protocols highlighted.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced an improved LISP-MN architecture aimed at improving the
performance of mobile video streaming services. A new node called loc-server is added
to the LISP-MN architecture. This node is tasked with buffering incoming packets during
handover and forwarding the packets to the MN on the completion of the handover process.
We implemented the proposed architecture on a laboratory testbed. We evaluated the
performance of a number of MPEG-DASH compliant players over the improved LISP-MN
architecture in comparison to vanilla LISP-MN. Results show that a reduction in packet loss
and service disruption time during handover can be achieved when the proposed architecture
is employed. These reductions have been shown to significantly improve MPEG-DASH
players’ performance.
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Appendix

Figure 8. TCP Service Disruption Time for Fast (A) and Slow (B) Links.

Figure 9. TCP Throughput
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Figure 10. Packet Loss During Handover.
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